DISTRICT CONSERVATION AGENT'S REPORT

TO:
State Corporation Commission
Conservation Division
800 Bitting Building
Wichita, Kansas

FILE NO. 104-16
LOCATION NW SE SE
SEC. 16 TWP. 7 RGE. 19

Dry Hole x Abandoned Oil Well ____ Abandoned Gas Well ____

I have today completed supervision of plugging of:

Well No. 1 Lease Griebel
Operator Deep Rock Oil Corp Address Hutchinson, Kans
Field County Rooks
Total Depth 3417 Feet.

(Describe briefly the manner in which the well was plugged)

8 \(\frac{5}{8}''\) at 224' circulated with cement - \(5\frac{1}{2}''\) at 3417' with 75 sax cement behind.
Lane Wells plugs to 3371', top perforations at 3301'.
Filled with chat to 3290', set 4 sax cement with dump bailer,
pulled 1340' \(5\frac{1}{2}''\), filled hole with mud to top, pumped cementing plug to 325' followed by 39 sax cement, filling hole with cement from 325 to 204', filled hole with mud to 40', set rock and 10 sax cement to bottom collar.
Mudding and Cementing by Halliburton Co.
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Date 10-10-51